Learning Log
Year 6 / Spring 2/ Early Islamic Civilisations
Activities chosen from the Learning Log should be recorded inside their homework books. Choose
two activities each week from any box. Make sure that at the end of the term you have chosen an
English/ Maths and an ‘other’ activity. This is in addition to reading tasks , class
comprehension/word problems , spelling and times tables practise.

Literacy Activities
Write a speech:
The speech should be about whether you think the theory
of evolution is a plausible theory or not. Remember
AFOREST
Complete the comprehension :
Google classroom:- Answer all one mark questions with
quote to evidence the answer
Answer all 2/3 mark questions with APE (explain your
answer)
Describe a character using ADD:
Use Action, description, dialogue to describe 3 different
characters, one should be a human, one should be an
animal and one should be a magical creature. Remember
relative clauses and fronted adverbial phrases

Creative Curriculum

Mathematics Activities
-Can you make up your own riddles for the
following shapes: Circle, Cube, Cuboid,
Octagon, Triangle and Cone. (E.g. I have 4 sides
and 4 corners. My sides are not all the same
length. I am a … Rectangle)
-What is your favourite number? How many
different ways can you make this number? Can
you make your favourite number using
different number operations, + x - ÷ . Try and
pick a large number.
(E.g. For the number 3:
1 + 1 + 1, 1 x 3, 4 - 1, 6 ÷2, etc.)

Creative Curriculum:
Draw a map of the middle east and colour in the
Sunni majority countries and Shia majority countries
Challenge: After looking at the map explain why Shia
countries are very keen to ensure they have good
armies? Use evidence of statistics from internet for
evidence.
Colour in Islamic Art:
Colour in the patterns typical of Islamic art, research
the specific colours used. Explain which colours have
been used and why...
Music:

Connectives:
Add different connectives and full stops to make this story
much more interesting!
Google – VCOP or Connectives

Google Classroom
-Complete the FINDING FRACTIONS sheet.
Write your answers and workings in your
homework books.

Setting:
Write the first paragraph of a story set at DBS WAKRA. Use
similes, metaphors, alliteration, short sentences and
complex sentences to make it as scary as possible. Do not
introduce any character.

Google Classroom
-Complete the CONVERTING DECIMALS,
FRACTIONS and PERCENTAGES sheet, which is
on Google classroom, by writing the answers in
your book.

Art:
Research Arabic art, design a table cloth using the
same styles, shapes and patterns.

Grammar:
Log on to Google classroom and answer the sample SPAG
test – copy into books

- Complete the Arithmetic quiz, which will be
given to you by your teacher.

PE
Write a paragraph on what you enjoyed most about
health and fitness week.

Science:
Make your own periscope. If you don’t know what
one is, have a go at researching it.

Spanish

